
Meeting agendas and notes

Thursday, May 19 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

Only Anna and Julia met today; Bruce is on vacation and Sam is unavailable.

Sam edited Bruce's testimonial video and we need to check it out before he posts it.

Julia will schedule another meeting with Damaris.

Next meeting: working meeting! Should we do a blog post on Lyrasis now about the CRIS2020 conference?

Thursday, May 5 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

Sam is planning to move the VIVO website to a new service, so it might revert to an older version momentarily. Let Sam know if it is the older version.

Sam will edit the Berlin Alliance video to create another testimonial and put on the VIVO website.

Julia has done another testimonial with Duke but can't access the video, so will try again.

Working meeting to write a newsletter: We decided to table this again until next meeting on May 19. Everyone is busy with the end of the semester and the 
EuroCris conference next week.

Thursday, April 7 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

Updates:

Bruce met with the  in March, and they are planning to join VIVO soon. Berlin Alliance Fadwa Alshawaf is the Marketing & Communication person 
and we'd love her to join this group. Bruce will invite them to an LG meeting once they are members so that we can learn more about them and 
vice versa.
This group will report to the LG n April 27. This will be 10 - 15 minutes about recent activities and future plans. Anna will work on a proposal for 
this report.
Videos: Julia is asking folks to record a short 2-minute video about what VIVO means to your institution. 
Bruce's video to the Berlin Alliance will be posted to YouTube and we should link to that! They will let Bruce know. 
Next meeting, we'll have a working meeting to create a document with content for a newsletter!

Thursday, March 9 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

Reports to the LG:

Bruce would like the Communication and Marketing Group to report to the LG in March. Julia asked if we could wait until April. Bruce will ask the 
Ontology IG folks.
Jenn suggested adding more to the Leadership Group section of the VIVO website and maybe the wiki too. 
Jenn will mock up some verbiage for how to contribute. Jenn will work with Sam.
At the top of every interest group page on the wiki should have info about how to get involved, and whom to contact. It should be easy.

Videos:

How to get more of these done? After the launch of the DSpace website, Jenn can work with Mic on a campaign for soliciting videos. 
Julia and Bruce will record the second video on 3/17. Then Julia will invite Terri, Damaris, and Rob. 

 EUNIS:More formal communications, and template like  https://mailchi.mp/eunis/news-from-eunis-f5j9k58ayj?e=ccd21521f1

This is a great idea, like "Message from the Chair." We should totally do this but it's hard to find the time!
We should be adding info to the LYRASIS Digest. These are quarterly. Let's talk about what to put in the Digest in this meeting. 
Next one is early June, and Jenn needs content a week before. Bruce can write the Message from the Chair.
In the future, we can talk about regular formal communications and use a template. Can SIGMA create a template?
Jenn will send a copy of the Fedora newsletter.

Wednesday, February 24 at 10:00 eastern

https://www.berlin-university-alliance.de/en/about/alliance/index.html
https://mailchi.mp/eunis/news-from-eunis-f5j9k58ayj?e=ccd21521f1


Agenda and notes

Videos:
The first Video Testimonial (SIGMA) is already published on the Web, under "Community Menu" https://vivo.lyrasis.org/video-
testimonials/
We agreed with Bruce (as the Chair) to send a message to LG and the community announcing the initiative and encouraging other 
member organizations or other members of the community to do testimonials

White paper:
No progress on the doc Google doc

Video conference communications
Should this group define a template to do communications more formal? An example from another organization: https://mailchi.mp/eunis
/news-from-eunis-f5j9k58ayj?e=ccd21521f1

Social media:
A short sum-up of the report from the Community&engagement IG?

Wednesday, February 10 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

LG will be asking us for a report at the next LG meeting.

Videos:

SIGMA video: ready to post on the VIVO website?
Julia will share with the LG ASAP.

White paper: why implement a RIM, and who should implement VIVO?

Google doc started with an outline

VIVO conference communications: manage in this group?

Social media: should we create tweets in this meeting and schedule them using Hootsuite?

Notes:

SIGMA video is ready to go. Should we add music? Sam can do that and post to the website, under Community>Testimonials. Jenn has the login to VIVO. 
Julia will send the link to the LG when this is posted.

Bruce will be looking for  of white paper. Costs and benefits of VIVO, and examples. Add Anna's schematic. Add links to recordings of other examples
conferences and user groups. 

The Communication IG will take over the conference communications. 

Can we collaborate with the EFS forum? Can we have a panel at the VIVO conference, maybe something about how the two communities overlap and 
intersect?

We created a couple of social media posts in the meeting.

Wednesday, January 26 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

Videos: 

The SIGMA video is ready to be shared, and Jenn will confirm with Anna today
Julia will ask the LG to record videos.
We'll post these on the VIVO website.

White paper:

Write a paper to show to provosts, leadership
Include costs
Why implement a RIM, and why VIVO
Julia will start a Google doc with an outline and send to the group

Social media:

Julia will share the hootsuite info to the group
Next time, let's talk about a way to share this duty
How do others do it? Jenn tweets for DSpace, for news or events

https://vivo.lyrasis.org/video-testimonials/
https://vivo.lyrasis.org/video-testimonials/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j9ouFRGleJ5d5YXiWjmjSWqzAtJYcXrVdhEeyeEvvCo/edit?usp=sharing
https://mailchi.mp/eunis/news-from-eunis-f5j9k58ayj?e=ccd21521f1
https://mailchi.mp/eunis/news-from-eunis-f5j9k58ayj?e=ccd21521f1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j9ouFRGleJ5d5YXiWjmjSWqzAtJYcXrVdhEeyeEvvCo/edit?usp=sharing
https://f.hubspotusercontent00.net/hubfs/5176202/HQ_Research/Esploro%20for%20the%20Research%20Office_brochure.pdf


Thursday, December 2 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

Website:

Changes look good; logos should be linked (Jenn will let Sam know).

Julia will send Roger a link to the Strategic Communication Plan.

More communications:

Announce the new website to the community and tech lists, Slack channels (Julia)

Case Studies for VIVO: 

Bruce and TAMU will do a Case Study for Altmetrics: https://www.altmetric.com/case-studies/
Jenn suggested a very short video interview - start with the Leadership Group, and go with members, 
Give them one question in three minutes. 
Sam will create a VIVO-branded background
Sam can edit the videos. 
Julia will interview Anna first. If we approve the format, we can use the same format for all the videos.
This will be on the agenda for the next LG.

Wednesday, November 17 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

Meeting schedule: We agreed to move the meeting to Thursdays at 10, alternating with the Membership & Community Engagement. Julia will send out 
invitations. 

Home page changes:

Collaborators: remove whole section

Service Providers section

Clarivate is a Certified Partner

Ontocole Certified Contributor

EuroCris = Strategic Partner

Julia will send a mockup to Jenn and Sam. 

Wednesday, November 3 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

Annual Report:

Change LG photo. Sam will change the photo to one of those of the current LG.

New VIVO website:

Any new suggestions for Sam? Sam shows us the new website, we all thought it was great. No changes by now.
Redirect from vivoweb.org: can we do that? We need to contact with Mike Conlon to do that, meanwhile Sam will add a button to the old website 
to redirect to the new website. When we can do the correct redirection, the old website will be disused.
Ready to make changes?

VIVO at the CRIS2022 conference:

Call for papers
VIVO track (how to organize?). Bruce will write a VIVO track theme proposal and will share with us, to send to the community, as the first step to 
organize the VIVO track

Ann Beynon email (Dons Elsberg presentation):

 In the Oct 26 North American user group meeting, Don Elsberg from Univ Colorado Boulder mentioned an example of his university saving tens 
of thousands of dollars using VIVO for a specific request. It would be great if we can use this testimonial.  It doesn’t have to be a full blown case 
study (although that could be nice).  It could be a sentence or two quote that we can put on the VIVO website. I often get asked for tangible 
examples of ROI when institutions are considering adopting VIVO.  Any examples like this would be great to point to.

https://www.altmetric.com/case-studies/


Text or video? (as part of video campaign). We'll do a video (Sam can help with this)
Bruce has contacted with Don, any feedback? No feedback yet, but get back to him

Social media (twitter/linkedin/groups):

comments regarding Oct 26, North American user group meeting? Julia can publish a tweet/linkedin regarding this meeting
other announcements? Bruce comments that it would be good to communicate more to the VIVO community. He will write a draft to communicate 
to the groups that can later be published on social media as well.

NEW (and relevant) ACTION POINT!

We have discussed regarding the goals of this group and the  , we all agreed that the goals are Membership and Community Engagement Interest Group
very similar and with overlapping among two groups.

We have proposed to merge the two groups. To go ahead with this Michele, who leads the membership group, will discuss this with them, with the 
response he will come and comment to us, if we all agreed, we would proceed to merge both groups.

For next meetings:

Think about VIVO and DSpace

Think about VIVO and DSpace

How to advertise VIVO to DSpace users

Do a CNI presentation

Video campaign: how do you use VIVO? 

White paper/road map re: VIVO and DSpace: Julia will email DJ to offer help scheduling etc

Wednesday, October 6 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Annual Report

We're almost finished with it . We'll see if Sam has ideas.
They'll take a photo in the LG meeting and swap it out to the AR.
Jenn will create a new map based.

New website:

We need to give Sam feedback on changes. 
Julia to send out link to a feedback document and talk about it next time.
Everyone needs to take a look at the new site.
vivoweb.org needs to be redirected. Julia needs to meet with Sam.
New website needs to be announced.

Think about VIVO and DSpace

How to advertise VIVO to DSpace users

Do a CNI presentation

Video campaign: how do you use VIVO? 

White paper/road map re: VIVO and DSpace: Julia will email DJ to offer help scheduling etc

Wednesday, September 1 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Review the new website, and make plans to retire the old one.

VIAB webinar: let's set a date.

Annual report: contributors?

VIVO in a Box Marketing Plan:

Review goals from July 21
Define the ROI with a requirements document
Refine requirements with community members (NA User Group?)

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/VIVO/Membership+and+Community+Engagement+Interest+Group


Determine next steps:
What are requirements? Must be easy. How easy? What skills are needed, and how long does it take?
Should be as easy to test as DSpace is:  Try out DSpace 7
We need test data that can be quickly loaded with a script.
Should be configurable like DSpace (options for various setups): Installing DSpace

Notes

Website:

Sam has done a new website which is ready to go live with a couple of additions: vivo.lyrasis.org
The plan is to go live as is, and make updates gradually.
This IG needs a process for updating the website on a regular basis.

Annual report:

Julia has created a Google Doc with content for the new report. 
Julia will email the group with the link and ask for help.
We need photos/images for the annual report.

VIAB marketing:

In order to do a requirements doc, we need to talk to interested users.
Questions for them: how easy should it be to install VIAB and load data? What technical skills should be sufficient? Can we use DSpace as an 
example of a site that's easy to install and load data? (Is it possible to make them interoperable, so that the installation and loading processes are 
similar?)
Julia will talk to Bruce about discussions for aligning VIVO and DSpace.

Wednesday, August 18 at 10:00 eastern

(Bruce, Mic, and Anna not available)

Jenn will pull registry data for the Annual Report and send financials. Mic has some great summary data. Should be quick.

Sam is working on a new vivo.lyrasis.org, a brand-new site using the mockups we did last year. It's on a separate subnet. Sam will send Julia questions. 
It's a WP site and Sam will be able to edit it. It's already looking great!

Wednesday, August 4 at 10:00 eastern
Cancelled

Wednesday, July 21 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda: VIVO in a Box Marketing Plan

Clarify goals for marketing plan:
Goal of VIAB: 303 new VIVO or VIAB implementations
VIAB is a streamlined version of VIVO; not customizable, much simpler. Turnkey vs fully customizable. Use it as-is out of the box. 

Audiences:
1) target the DSpace implementations – about 3,000 of them, talking about interoperability 
2) Clarivate's WoS customers to harvest out of WoS.  Clarivate would do this marketing but VIVO provides the basic messages for them 
to communicate. 

Notes:

Is VIVO a RIM/CRIS? 

Unclear what are our resources 

Business plan: we need to define the ROI. Assume that it works like this: define features that will make it successful, like a requirements document. 

Wednesday, June 16, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Website update:

There is no support for editing the vivoweb.org site. Content for interior pages can be edited but the structure can't be changed.
Sam will be migrating content over to the lyrasis site, and will eventually shut down the old DuraSpace site.

Bruce: we need a meeting to develop a marketing plan for VIVO in a Box. All task forces are supporting VIAB. Should be this group. Julia will email the 
group to figure out a date.

Sam will be out next time. 

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Try+out+DSpace+7
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSDOC7x/Installing+DSpace


Julia needs help/inspiration/shoring up re: social media. Jenn offered to help out with some tweets.

Wednesday, June 2, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Spanish User Group:

Launch was held on 5/27. There was an interpreter to translate the Spanish.
There were 600 registrants, 168 attended. Many people didn't open their invitations and connected at the wrong time.
Lots of people gave permission to be added to our lists. 502 people from 28 countries: 60% did not know VIVO. what would you like to see in 
VIVO? 62% want interoperability with Orcid, also 53% want to simplify VIVO, and make it interoperable with DSpace.
Second meeting will be planned soon.
Mic will be presenting a Google doc to the LG. Julia will create a blog post.
Add "Find your local time:  https://archivesspace.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ADC/pages/2146992129/ArchivesSpace+Online+Forum+2021

VIVO 21 conference: submissions are closed.

VIVO website looks great! We love the new  page for ORCiD.Outreach-Resources

Version 1.12 has been released! 

Wednesday, May 19, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Cancelled!

Wednesday, May 5, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

LYRASIS Digest: We should announce the internationalization version of VIVO. User group meetings. Announce two new members. New member 
meeting. Conference. Julia will start a Google Doc. VIVO news needs to be complete by Friday. Jenn will send a draft by Monday.

VIVO conference tweets: Julia will continue to do this, but please remind me and/or send content ideas.

Sam expects for the IT team to do the next two sections on the home page and will let us know when it's done. LYRASIS website redesign has not been 
made a priority project and he expects it to be done by the end of the year. Question: can we get the layered file with the actual artifacts? Julia will ask 
Estefania to do that.

For polling, a LYRASIS staffer highly recommended polleverywhere

Blog post re: OCLC report: 

https://hangingtogether.org/?p=8940

Kenna Guilliani manages all of the conferences that LYRASIS has a presence at. Jenn says they can create Zoom backgrounds and stickers to promote 
VIVO. 

Wednesday, April 21, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Possible updates to the website
Market assessment at the VIVO conference (poll)
Increasing tweets about the conference

Updates: Sam says, " have put in a request with IT for the next two sections on the home page. I’ll email the group when they have been made and update  
everyone when the next sections are complete"

Julia will tweet about the second keynote speaker.

VIAB: Bruce is working on the proposal and will be talking about with the LG about how to proceed. Re: doing the conference session/community town 
hall, do a presentation on VIAB and see if we can get feedback. We can share the short proposal. Bruce will put it in the TAMU respository.  Can be part of 
user groups, as many efforts as possible. Town hall would be separate. Bruce wants to get the data ingest group and the LG to approve.

Jenn likes Slido for polling:  https://www.sli.do/

Bruce talked with folks from DSpace, ORCiD, and Fedora about making these tools more interoperable with VIVO. If we could make this initiative happen, 
we could present at another town hall. Mic: this is key, and it's already happening in many institutions. Start with DSpace, move to DSpace - CRIS, then 
add VIVO. Interoperability would be preferable to integration. VIAB is a big part of this as well. Could add OJS,  and other open tools.https://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/

Bruce shared a story about an English professor at TAMU who published an edited collection in the TAMU DSpace repository and then shared it globally. 
We can talk to Heidi Campbell. Bruce will send me a writeup and I will call her. 

Bruce will connect Jenn to the TAMU project manager about the Texas system VIVO plans.

Spanish-speaking user group will be held in mid-May. Mic will give us an update.

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

https://archivesspace.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ADC/pages/2146992129/ArchivesSpace+Online+Forum+2021
https://info.orcid.org/outreach-resources/
https://hangingtogether.org/?p=8940
https://www.sli.do/
https://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/


Possible updates to the website
Market assessment at the VIVO conference (poll)
VIVO Spanish speaking user group
VIVO conference

VIVO site. Sam has announced that he and another Lyrasis colleague have started to modify the VIVO site according to the mock-up (we can see yet 
some changes). They will be doing more updates for about two weeks, we will be able to see the result in the next meeting.

VIVO Spanish speaking user group. Bruce has asked about the planned date for the Spanish speaking user group webinar, Mic is proposing the first or 
second week of May, but will be validated with the group first. We have seen the draft agenda, which proposes a presentation on VIVO made by a world-
class university (from LG), it is suggested that it could be Duke or Bruce himself, where they talk not so much about the product but about the experience 
with VIVO. Anna has suggested using some of the material from the recording of the VIVO experience with Julia (Duke). It should be translated into 
Spanish in some way.

VIVO conference poll. We talked about the possibility to do an online poll in the next VIVO conference, the idea is to engage more VIVO community 
attendants and on the other hand, have more information about the implementations, expectations, etc. Jenn will propose some tools to do this kind of 
polls, (some tools where commented: zoom poll, slido, etc...). For the next meeting the idea is to have before the proposal of some initial ideas about 
questions (Anna or whoever wants could send a first proposal to discuss) and from some tools (Jenn will send), and try to test something. This could be a 
first step of a bigger market assessment. 

Wednesday, March 17, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

News: we have two new members, and the TAMU system is planning to do a VIVO for all 11 institutions. The Chancellor is really interested in 
VIVO and wants to spread the word to the public. Jenn will follow up with Meg about a press release, and work with Bruce on it.
Julia will do a couple of tweets about the flyer and another about the recent blog post. 
Bruce has a focus group to help working on the survey, he'll ask for volunteers from the Texas Digital Library to help design the survey. 
Organizers of the Spanish-speaking user group met with five users, and they want to hold a user group meeting before the conference. They are 
meeting again next week, and Mic will ask one or two to help with the survey.
Anna suggested a conference session regarding the market assessment Jenn has a LYR contact about live Zoom polling and give us best 
practices. Julia will follow up with Anna and the conference proposal. 

Wednesday, March 3, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Flyer ready to go?
Survey from 2018 about VIVO governance
VIVO conference progress
New LYRASIS website: scroll down to the page translator!
VIAB updates/assessment goals

Notes

Jenn will let Sam know to add the flyer to the website.

Creating a survey:

2018 survey:  Mic thinks the first set of questions are still applicable and probably good to ask again. Important to collaborate with folks who can send it out 
to the right organizations. You can get a better response rate. We should have results of a brief survey before the conference. 

What are we trying to learn from the survey? Mic: the right questions clarify where you want to go. Can VIAB resonate with people? What about VIVO 
addresses your needs – what's unique? Is VIVO a component of your RIM? 10 questions, no more. 

Bruce: Want to learn for VIAB: • Interest in specific use cases (4 - 5, ranked) • Important constraints on implementation • Maybe: which office would 
implement at their organization • Required/requested services – what would they value from the VIVO community? One-day training, user groups, 
conference, camps?

Anna: give them choices rather than keeping the answers open.

Mic: make the survey about VIVO features, not VIAB since it's announced yet. 

Bruce: we need more people to articulate what we need.

Mic: this survey is not a market assessment. It's not for people who don't know VIVO. This is for VIVO users, asking about features, use cases. Thinking 
about what VIVO should be 5 years from now. Incorporate into a market assessment. 

Bruce: ORCiD member survey might be a good place to start. Bruce will adapt it and send to us for feedback.

Mic: A group is meeting to discuss the Spanish-speaking User Group. We should add to the email to the NAUG to ask if anyone can help with the survey.

Next steps: Bruce will send the draft survey. Send the email to the NAUG. Think of other consortia to send it to.

Here is a nice list of international library consortia: https://icolc.net/consortia?title=&order=field_country&sort=asc

VIVO conference:

Save the Date announced. Mic is working on the prospectus. 

https://icolc.net/consortia?title=&order=field_country&sort=asc


We talked about presentations. Three keynotes did videos and released them before the event. The video was not played during the event. The speakers 
got to do a follow-up and breakouts with the attendees. Maybe do a lightning video? Erin recorded a zoom meeting, edit it, with an intro slide/logo and end 
slide. Ask Sam what video editing software he uses. 

Example: "Take less than 5-minutes to watch Yolanda Cooper, Dean and University Librarian for Emory University speak about how the current crisis is 
demonstrating libraries are not bound by bricks and mortar, are contributing a broader set of skill sets to the academic enterprise, and how a crisis can act 
as a shortcut to change."

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

VIVO Website
Last summer, we assessed the requested changes and divided them into Quick Corrections and Longer-Term Changes. The Quick 
Corrections are done. 
Could we make some of the Longer-Term Changes? Sam says the home page is hard-coded and will require development efforts. It's a 
custom WordPress template designed by a contractor. Sam can make edits but can't make substantial changes. 
Let's ask Meg to join the next meeting on March 3.

Google map: will be changed today.
Julia needs to review Estefania's flyer draft and send out proposed changes before the next meeting. We hope to finalize before the next meeting 
and post on the website.
Conference: June 25th. We need to update the conference prospectus, so Mic will let us know about that. 
Marketing assessment: Mic recommends that we use it as an opportunity to engage with the community, or a marketing tool. There might be 
some interesting ideas in the community. So it's not about output but giving them an opportunity to be part of something. 
Julia will send out a link to the previous survey to the group.
Jenn will send more Twitters followers. 

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update: Julia will contact Sam
Video update from the Membership group: Still on hold
Flyer: Estefania has done a first draft
Twitter account: 
VIVO Website
VIVO2021 conference announcement

Main topic: Marketing assessment for VIVO in a Box (VIAB)

Background materials

Building on OCLC's , Julia made some about what we Practices and Patterns in Research Information Management notes on the Google Drive 
can learn from the survey.
VIAB Marketing Plan on the Google Drive gives us ideas about positioning VIAB.
VIVO Strategic Communication Plan also discusses positioning and marketing VIVO. 

Objectives for the marketing assessment

To analyze the opportunities for VIAB (how many universities are out there, what basic RIM functions do they need, how much can they afford?)
To keep the assessment as simple as possible
To build on existing data and knowledge

How can we accomplish these objectives? Do we need more specs about VIAB first?

Notes: 

Ann says we need some expertise – anyone at LYRASIS?

Mic thinks this should be a collaboration with the LG. It's not an easy task. Does someone in the community have the expertise?

Are the objectives correct? Questions are broad. 

Promote the EFS conference.

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/2018/oclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qwEOKKZyQ72ZsBFcH3YXXjdIHqi_ncRkjXDaodUlLX4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qvZBMSOosDhHuSfo3qHNQoBH7cqqHxTg/edit
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/download/attachments/187175429/Strategic%20Communication%20Plan.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1596635067015&api=v2


1.  
2.  

Google map update
Video update from the Membership group
Flyer
Twitter account
VIVO Website
VIVO2021 conference announcement

Notes:

Google map update: done – ready for Sam to post on the website. Sam will check with Julia before posting. 

Anna asked if we could incorporate more design changes at the same time the map is added.

LYR IT has identified four new website platforms, so they are deciding on that. Still 3 - 6 months out. Meg will check in about our design ideas in about 3 
months. 

Flyer: Estefania can help with this. For content, maybe check the LYRASIS Now blog post: https://lyrasisnow.org/introducing-vivo/

Twitter account: tweets are hit and miss. Look in profile to see who's following VIVO. LYRASIS follows a lot of individuals as well as university presses, 
open access. Jenn will send a list.

Blog post: VIVO and DSpace: TAMU submissions in response to the pandemic. Bruce has basically already written this. He'd like to attend a DSpace LG 
meeting.

We did not discuss the Marketing Assessment for VIAB, so that's an open issue.

Mic: we could get an idea of what institutions are doing, and for what – what are they looking for in a certain platform? Could be the intital analysis.

For VIAB, you could either:

Describe VIAB and see how much they like it. Top-down.
Or ask questions to get feedback in order to build a new system. Could be wrt VIVO (what's missing). Bottom-up.

How clear are we about VIAB? 

Marketing assessment can also be a marketing tool. Asking the questions that you know the answers to can help people contribute. A way to get the 
community closer to the next VIVO. At least you presented it and got confirmation. Community should feel part of the effort. Another UG meeting about the 
topic of VIAB?

Wednesday, December 2, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update
Use cases blog post
Videos project:

Follow up in the Membership meeting on 12/10

New topics

Marketing assessment for VIAB: how might we go about this?
Prospective VIVOs want to know, "How many people are needed? What are the extra costs? Potential use cases?"
What questions would we ask – is this a survey?
How to lower barriers to implementation/costs to pilot. Suggest a smaller implementation done by a single person for very low cost and 
few resources. 
Bruce is working on specs. Thinking about the minimal data set. For example, what the VIVO Scholar Task Force did: https://vivo-
scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
Exploring what's in CRIS systems, like what's in DSpace CRIS.  Mic recommends that Bruce talk to https://portalrecerca.csuc.cat/
Federico.
Developers want to finish 18ln in a new release in March. Then could work on VIAB. Survey could help focus features to provide 
direction to the developers.
Other documents: https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2018/oclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management
/report.html
And The Senior Research Officer: Experience, Role, Organizational Structure, Strategic Directions, and Challenges https://sr.ithaka.org
/publications/the-senior-research-officer/
What other marketing materials would we need to sell VIAB? Help Clarivate send the right message.

Next steps: Look at the OCLC 2018 report to see what ideas and info we can use to help launch our marketing assessment.

Wednesday, November 18, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

https://lyrasisnow.org/introducing-vivo/
https://vivo-scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
https://vivo-scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
https://portalrecerca.csuc.cat/
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oclc.org%2Fresearch%2Fpublications%2F2018%2Foclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management%2Freport.html
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oclc.org%2Fresearch%2Fpublications%2F2018%2Foclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management%2Freport.html
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fsr.ithaka.org%2Fpublications%2Fthe-senior-research-officer%2F
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fsr.ithaka.org%2Fpublications%2Fthe-senior-research-officer%2F


Google map update: Jenn is almost done
Use cases blog post: Jenn will post on LYRASIS
Videos project:

Follow up in the Membership meeting
Use the NAUE on Jan 19 to record the updates – have an interview using two windows. Focus on use cases. What's the budget, size, 
etc? Keep the demo to five minutes. Values, benefits, efforts.
Sam is editing the Leader's Forum and has some intro and ending slides. 

New topics

Welcome Mic! New ideas for sharing information about what's happening
Internal DSCP VIVO meeting happens with LYRASIS staff – need for more promotion of development happening.
Also for Mic to hear what we're doing to share with prospects.
Updates on news that needs to be promoted: please tag in the Dev meeting notes!

Marketing VIVO in a box
i8ln work is being tested – can finish in January/February
Propose VIVO core being separated from the install sw. Short project but could help with VIAB.
Both should be done before VIAB.
Should do a marketing survey to collect info for VIAB? Can this serve also as marketing for VIAB? 
Next meeting: talk about how we might do such a marketing assessment.

Wednesday, October 21, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map – how's it going? Jenn needs a little more time to merge with VIVO sites.
new Twitter banner – done!
VIVO website: Can we emphasize the Service Providers with a border or larger headline? Sam will increase header size and put the two logos 
side by side. Change Service Partners to just Partners. By end of the month. 
Use cases blog post on Google Drive: are these really the top 3 use cases for VIVO?

Should we use these for the flyer?

New topics

VIVO videos requested by Membership and Community Engagement:
one that introduces VIVO, high-level marketing, explains value proposition, professionally done. Maybe 3 to 5 minutes. Weill Cornell to 
produce. Julia to send examples. 
quick, 5-minute demos that show a screen share – shorter, like 2 to 3 minutes.
Can be done by this group?

Let's take on the marketing video first, and then we'll work on the short demos.

Wednesday, October 7, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Google map of VIVO sites (Jenn)
How do updates occur? Map links to the VIVO sites doc. Jenn will add more address data.
What are the implementation steps? Jenn will ask Sam to deploy it. 

Twitter banner and analytics review (Anna) Estefania and Anna will change it.
Service providers on VIVoweb.org home page (Sam) Anna will ask Service Providers about the home page. Jenn will tell Sam to change it. 

Should it be "Service Partners" or "Service Providers?"
Any way to make it stand out more – like a border?

Use cases for multiple purposes (flyer, blog post, video)(Bruce, Julia) Gather more information about top use cases. Julia will touch base with 
Bruce on next steps.
Can we make more interim changes to vivoweb.org, to incorporate more of Estefania's mockup?Jenn will talk to Meg and Sam and let us know.
Next on the Strategic Communication plan: assessment? (Anna, Julia) Next time!

Wednesday, September 16, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

, Julia Trimmer Bruce Herbert,  , Estefania Muñoz Jennifer Bielewski, Sam Mitchell

Agenda and notes

Website changes:
Timeline for new website (Sam) Still auditing requirements. 
Google map of VIVO sites (Julia and Jenn) Preliminary map here: https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?

 Jenn will do some data rows cleanupmid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2
Service Providers section on VIVO website home page (Sam) Sam will work with IT to add this.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PwRUr9C3NDFT-EwafIkTpEnStoOO6kyTRxzaUSqn_0w/edit
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~sam.mitchell
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2


Annual report (Sam) Bruce has sent to the group for final approval. 
What's next? 

New banner for the Twitter profile (Estefania) Almost done. 
What's next on the Strategic Plan? (all)

To do for next meeting

Get final approval on Annual Report
Twitter challenges: tag people or VIVO implementations to engage them in conversations about their VIVO plans, latest enhancements, biggest 
impact of their VIVO (Julia, Jenn, Bruce)
Meet next week (Julia, Bruce, Estefania)  to discuss . . .

Write a blog post about using VIVO
Brainstorm plan for updating the VIVO flyer

Wednesday, September 2, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda and notes

Website changes:
quick corrections are complete. Business requirements are being approved, and the timeline for new website is coming in a couple of 
weeks or so. 
Map: ArchiveSpace does this, and working on it with DSpace.  Backed https://archivesspace.org/community/whos-using-archivesspace
up by a Google Sheet. Jenn will share the template for creating. Instructions here: https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?

. It would need to be refreshed quarterly. Jenn and Julia will work together. hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329
Sam will highlight the Service Providers ASAP.

Annual report: Sam will have it later next week. He'll send it along.
What's next? 

New banner for the Twitter profile
Brainstorming the VIVO/WoS/Reciter: would we give anything up? Thoughts? Great idea, and what would we give up? Scopus is more 
prevalent in Europe. We could ask to preserve the brands that VIVO has created. It would be great to get an agreement ahead of time. 
Would it be great to install in the cloud. 
What's next on the Strategic Plan? All: think about this for next time. 

Wednesday, August 5, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda

Website changes: quick corrections or design improvements
Annual report
Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public?

Notes

Website changes: quick corrections or design improvements? Both! 
Sam has started the quick corrections and updated the Top Priorities document. Some will take longer – the design improvements will be 
later. These will be part of the LYRASIS site overhaul. 
Anna's feedback:

Service providers should be more visible in the website. This is done in the mockup.

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://archivesspace.org/community/whos-using-archivesspace
https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329
https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz


Numbers for VIVO –  we'll remove Registered Sites and go with Community Members, total of Google Groups members. Julia 
to collect that number.

How about a map of active sites? ArchiveSpace might have one. We might need to check with the sites before doing that. Jenn will 
check with Meg on that.
We need to work on the other pages for the mockup – early September. 

Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public? Yes. Julia to make PDF and attach to the wiki.
Annual report: Julia and Bruce will pull together content, schedule a meeting before Aug 16. Julia will get started on it beforehand. 

Wednesday, July 15, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Meg Blum

Sam Mitchell

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda

Introductions
Meeting logistics and invitations
Goals of this interest group
Annual report
Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public?
LG comments
Other changes?

Notes

For future meetings, send the invitation to everyone on this list and add the zoom links later.

Website: VIVO nip/tuck can be rolled over to the new DCSP. Content changes have been done. Anna, Julia and Estefania will meet to confirm the plan for 
changes, and sent the final to Meg, Jenn and Sam.

Annual report: Laurie has shared the template. Julia and Bruce will create a draft for comment. 

Strategic plan:

2020 conference was a big success, and it was clear that the community has an appetite for online events. How do we build off that event? 

Blog posts: send as many as possible to Meg, Sam, and Jenn. We should ask members for news and impact stories. Bruce can help write some too.

Digest list: add contacts. If they have opted into our google group – Meg will build an email form before September that we can send to the Google Groups.

To do:

Send Meg a list of final website mockups/changes.
Julia and Bruce to create a draft of the annual report.
Meg, Sam and Jenn will go over the strategic plan and add comments to the document.

Wednesday, May 5, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

LYRASIS Digest: We should announce the internationalization version of VIVO. User group meetings. Announce two new members. New member 
meeting. Conference. Julia will start a Google Doc. VIVO news needs to be complete by Friday. Jenn will send a draft by Monday.

VIVO conference tweets: Julia will continue to do this, but please remind me and/or send content ideas.

Sam expects for the IT team to do the next two sections on the home page and will let us know when it's done. LYRASIS website redesign has not been 
made a priority project and he expects it to be done by the end of the year. Question: can we get the layered file with the actual artifacts? Julia will ask 
Estefania to do that.

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~meg.blum
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~sam.mitchell


For polling, a LYRASIS staffer highly recommended polleverywhere

Blog post re: OCLC report: 

https://hangingtogether.org/?p=8940

Kenna Guilliani manages all of the conferences that LYRASIS has a presence at. Jenn says they can create Zoom backgrounds and stickers to promote 
VIVO. 

Wednesday, April 21, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Possible updates to the website
Market assessment at the VIVO conference (poll)
Increasing tweets about the conference

Updates: Sam says, " have put in a request with IT for the next two sections on the home page. I’ll email the group when they have been made and update  
everyone when the next sections are complete"

Julia will tweet about the second keynote speaker.

VIAB: Bruce is working on the proposal and will be talking about with the LG about how to proceed. Re: doing the conference session/community town 
hall, do a presentation on VIAB and see if we can get feedback. We can share the short proposal. Bruce will put it in the TAMU respository.  Can be part of 
user groups, as many efforts as possible. Town hall would be separate. Bruce wants to get the data ingest group and the LG to approve.

Jenn likes Slido for polling:  https://www.sli.do/

Bruce talked with folks from DSpace, ORCiD, and Fedora about making these tools more interoperable with VIVO. If we could make this initiative happen, 
we could present at another town hall. Mic: this is key, and it's already happening in many institutions. Start with DSpace, move to DSpace - CRIS, then 
add VIVO. Interoperability would be preferable to integration. VIAB is a big part of this as well. Could add OJS,  and other open tools.https://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/

Bruce shared a story about an English professor at TAMU who published an edited collection in the TAMU DSpace repository and then shared it globally. 
We can talk to Heidi Campbell. Bruce will send me a writeup and I will call her. 

Bruce will connect Jenn to the TAMU project manager about the Texas system VIVO plans.

Spanish-speaking user group will be held in mid-May. Mic will give us an update.

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Possible updates to the website
Market assessment at the VIVO conference (poll)
VIVO Spanish speaking user group
VIVO conference

VIVO site. Sam has announced that he and another Lyrasis colleague have started to modify the VIVO site according to the mock-up (we can see yet 
some changes). They will be doing more updates for about two weeks, we will be able to see the result in the next meeting.

VIVO Spanish speaking user group. Bruce has asked about the planned date for the Spanish speaking user group webinar, Mic is proposing the first or 
second week of May, but will be validated with the group first. We have seen the draft agenda, which proposes a presentation on VIVO made by a world-
class university (from LG), it is suggested that it could be Duke or Bruce himself, where they talk not so much about the product but about the experience 
with VIVO. Anna has suggested using some of the material from the recording of the VIVO experience with Julia (Duke). It should be translated into 
Spanish in some way.

VIVO conference poll. We talked about the possibility to do an online poll in the next VIVO conference, the idea is to engage more VIVO community 
attendants and on the other hand, have more information about the implementations, expectations, etc. Jenn will propose some tools to do this kind of 
polls, (some tools where commented: zoom poll, slido, etc...). For the next meeting the idea is to have before the proposal of some initial ideas about 
questions (Anna or whoever wants could send a first proposal to discuss) and from some tools (Jenn will send), and try to test something. This could be a 
first step of a bigger market assessment. 

Wednesday, March 17, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

News: we have two new members, and the TAMU system is planning to do a VIVO for all 11 institutions. The Chancellor is really interested in 
VIVO and wants to spread the word to the public. Jenn will follow up with Meg about a press release, and work with Bruce on it.
Julia will do a couple of tweets about the flyer and another about the recent blog post. 
Bruce has a focus group to help working on the survey, he'll ask for volunteers from the Texas Digital Library to help design the survey. 
Organizers of the Spanish-speaking user group met with five users, and they want to hold a user group meeting before the conference. They are 
meeting again next week, and Mic will ask one or two to help with the survey.
Anna suggested a conference session regarding the market assessment Jenn has a LYR contact about live Zoom polling and give us best 
practices. Julia will follow up with Anna and the conference proposal. 

Wednesday, March 3, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Flyer ready to go?
Survey from 2018 about VIVO governance

https://hangingtogether.org/?p=8940
https://www.sli.do/
https://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/


VIVO conference progress
New LYRASIS website: scroll down to the page translator!
VIAB updates/assessment goals

Notes

Jenn will let Sam know to add the flyer to the website.

Creating a survey:

2018 survey:  Mic thinks the first set of questions are still applicable and probably good to ask again. Important to collaborate with folks who can send it out 
to the right organizations. You can get a better response rate. We should have results of a brief survey before the conference. 

What are we trying to learn from the survey? Mic: the right questions clarify where you want to go. Can VIAB resonate with people? What about VIVO 
addresses your needs – what's unique? Is VIVO a component of your RIM? 10 questions, no more. 

Bruce: Want to learn for VIAB: • Interest in specific use cases (4 - 5, ranked) • Important constraints on implementation • Maybe: which office would 
implement at their organization • Required/requested services – what would they value from the VIVO community? One-day training, user groups, 
conference, camps?

Anna: give them choices rather than keeping the answers open.

Mic: make the survey about VIVO features, not VIAB since it's announced yet. 

Bruce: we need more people to articulate what we need.

Mic: this survey is not a market assessment. It's not for people who don't know VIVO. This is for VIVO users, asking about features, use cases. Thinking 
about what VIVO should be 5 years from now. Incorporate into a market assessment. 

Bruce: ORCiD member survey might be a good place to start. Bruce will adapt it and send to us for feedback.

Mic: A group is meeting to discuss the Spanish-speaking User Group. We should add to the email to the NAUG to ask if anyone can help with the survey.

Next steps: Bruce will send the draft survey. Send the email to the NAUG. Think of other consortia to send it to.

Here is a nice list of international library consortia: https://icolc.net/consortia?title=&order=field_country&sort=asc

VIVO conference:

Save the Date announced. Mic is working on the prospectus. 

We talked about presentations. Three keynotes did videos and released them before the event. The video was not played during the event. The speakers 
got to do a follow-up and breakouts with the attendees. Maybe do a lightning video? Erin recorded a zoom meeting, edit it, with an intro slide/logo and end 
slide. Ask Sam what video editing software he uses. 

Example: "Take less than 5-minutes to watch Yolanda Cooper, Dean and University Librarian for Emory University speak about how the current crisis is 
demonstrating libraries are not bound by bricks and mortar, are contributing a broader set of skill sets to the academic enterprise, and how a crisis can act 
as a shortcut to change."

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

VIVO Website
Last summer, we assessed the requested changes and divided them into Quick Corrections and Longer-Term Changes. The Quick 
Corrections are done. 
Could we make some of the Longer-Term Changes? Sam says the home page is hard-coded and will require development efforts. It's a 
custom WordPress template designed by a contractor. Sam can make edits but can't make substantial changes. 
Let's ask Meg to join the next meeting on March 3.

Google map: will be changed today.
Julia needs to review Estefania's flyer draft and send out proposed changes before the next meeting. We hope to finalize before the next meeting 
and post on the website.
Conference: June 25th. We need to update the conference prospectus, so Mic will let us know about that. 
Marketing assessment: Mic recommends that we use it as an opportunity to engage with the community, or a marketing tool. There might be 
some interesting ideas in the community. So it's not about output but giving them an opportunity to be part of something. 
Julia will send out a link to the previous survey to the group.
Jenn will send more Twitters followers. 

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update: Julia will contact Sam

https://icolc.net/consortia?title=&order=field_country&sort=asc


1.  
2.  

Video update from the Membership group: Still on hold
Flyer: Estefania has done a first draft
Twitter account: 
VIVO Website
VIVO2021 conference announcement

Main topic: Marketing assessment for VIVO in a Box (VIAB)

Background materials

Building on OCLC's , Julia made some about what we Practices and Patterns in Research Information Management notes on the Google Drive 
can learn from the survey.
VIAB Marketing Plan on the Google Drive gives us ideas about positioning VIAB.
VIVO Strategic Communication Plan also discusses positioning and marketing VIVO. 

Objectives for the marketing assessment

To analyze the opportunities for VIAB (how many universities are out there, what basic RIM functions do they need, how much can they afford?)
To keep the assessment as simple as possible
To build on existing data and knowledge

How can we accomplish these objectives? Do we need more specs about VIAB first?

Notes: 

Ann says we need some expertise – anyone at LYRASIS?

Mic thinks this should be a collaboration with the LG. It's not an easy task. Does someone in the community have the expertise?

Are the objectives correct? Questions are broad. 

Promote the EFS conference.

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update
Video update from the Membership group
Flyer
Twitter account
VIVO Website
VIVO2021 conference announcement

Notes:

Google map update: done – ready for Sam to post on the website. Sam will check with Julia before posting. 

Anna asked if we could incorporate more design changes at the same time the map is added.

LYR IT has identified four new website platforms, so they are deciding on that. Still 3 - 6 months out. Meg will check in about our design ideas in about 3 
months. 

Flyer: Estefania can help with this. For content, maybe check the LYRASIS Now blog post: https://lyrasisnow.org/introducing-vivo/

Twitter account: tweets are hit and miss. Look in profile to see who's following VIVO. LYRASIS follows a lot of individuals as well as university presses, 
open access. Jenn will send a list.

Blog post: VIVO and DSpace: TAMU submissions in response to the pandemic. Bruce has basically already written this. He'd like to attend a DSpace LG 
meeting.

We did not discuss the Marketing Assessment for VIAB, so that's an open issue.

Mic: we could get an idea of what institutions are doing, and for what – what are they looking for in a certain platform? Could be the intital analysis.

For VIAB, you could either:

Describe VIAB and see how much they like it. Top-down.
Or ask questions to get feedback in order to build a new system. Could be wrt VIVO (what's missing). Bottom-up.

How clear are we about VIAB? 

Marketing assessment can also be a marketing tool. Asking the questions that you know the answers to can help people contribute. A way to get the 
community closer to the next VIVO. At least you presented it and got confirmation. Community should feel part of the effort. Another UG meeting about the 
topic of VIAB?

https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/2018/oclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qwEOKKZyQ72ZsBFcH3YXXjdIHqi_ncRkjXDaodUlLX4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qvZBMSOosDhHuSfo3qHNQoBH7cqqHxTg/edit
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/download/attachments/187175429/Strategic%20Communication%20Plan.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1596635067015&api=v2
https://lyrasisnow.org/introducing-vivo/


Wednesday, December 2, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update
Use cases blog post
Videos project:

Follow up in the Membership meeting on 12/10

New topics

Marketing assessment for VIAB: how might we go about this?
Prospective VIVOs want to know, "How many people are needed? What are the extra costs? Potential use cases?"
What questions would we ask – is this a survey?
How to lower barriers to implementation/costs to pilot. Suggest a smaller implementation done by a single person for very low cost and 
few resources. 
Bruce is working on specs. Thinking about the minimal data set. For example, what the VIVO Scholar Task Force did: https://vivo-
scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
Exploring what's in CRIS systems, like what's in DSpace CRIS.  Mic recommends that Bruce talk to https://portalrecerca.csuc.cat/
Federico.
Developers want to finish 18ln in a new release in March. Then could work on VIAB. Survey could help focus features to provide 
direction to the developers.
Other documents: https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2018/oclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management
/report.html
And The Senior Research Officer: Experience, Role, Organizational Structure, Strategic Directions, and Challenges https://sr.ithaka.org
/publications/the-senior-research-officer/
What other marketing materials would we need to sell VIAB? Help Clarivate send the right message.

Next steps: Look at the OCLC 2018 report to see what ideas and info we can use to help launch our marketing assessment.

Wednesday, November 18, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update: Jenn is almost done
Use cases blog post: Jenn will post on LYRASIS
Videos project:

Follow up in the Membership meeting
Use the NAUE on Jan 19 to record the updates – have an interview using two windows. Focus on use cases. What's the budget, size, 
etc? Keep the demo to five minutes. Values, benefits, efforts.
Sam is editing the Leader's Forum and has some intro and ending slides. 

New topics

Welcome Mic! New ideas for sharing information about what's happening
Internal DSCP VIVO meeting happens with LYRASIS staff – need for more promotion of development happening.
Also for Mic to hear what we're doing to share with prospects.
Updates on news that needs to be promoted: please tag in the Dev meeting notes!

Marketing VIVO in a box
i8ln work is being tested – can finish in January/February
Propose VIVO core being separated from the install sw. Short project but could help with VIAB.
Both should be done before VIAB.
Should do a marketing survey to collect info for VIAB? Can this serve also as marketing for VIAB? 
Next meeting: talk about how we might do such a marketing assessment.

Wednesday, October 21, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map – how's it going? Jenn needs a little more time to merge with VIVO sites.
new Twitter banner – done!
VIVO website: Can we emphasize the Service Providers with a border or larger headline? Sam will increase header size and put the two logos 
side by side. Change Service Partners to just Partners. By end of the month. 
Use cases blog post on Google Drive: are these really the top 3 use cases for VIVO?

Should we use these for the flyer?

New topics

VIVO videos requested by Membership and Community Engagement:

https://vivo-scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
https://vivo-scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
https://portalrecerca.csuc.cat/
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oclc.org%2Fresearch%2Fpublications%2F2018%2Foclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management%2Freport.html
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oclc.org%2Fresearch%2Fpublications%2F2018%2Foclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management%2Freport.html
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fsr.ithaka.org%2Fpublications%2Fthe-senior-research-officer%2F
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fsr.ithaka.org%2Fpublications%2Fthe-senior-research-officer%2F
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PwRUr9C3NDFT-EwafIkTpEnStoOO6kyTRxzaUSqn_0w/edit


one that introduces VIVO, high-level marketing, explains value proposition, professionally done. Maybe 3 to 5 minutes. Weill Cornell to 
produce. Julia to send examples. 
quick, 5-minute demos that show a screen share – shorter, like 2 to 3 minutes.
Can be done by this group?

Let's take on the marketing video first, and then we'll work on the short demos.

Wednesday, October 7, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Google map of VIVO sites (Jenn)
How do updates occur? Map links to the VIVO sites doc. Jenn will add more address data.
What are the implementation steps? Jenn will ask Sam to deploy it. 

Twitter banner and analytics review (Anna) Estefania and Anna will change it.
Service providers on VIVoweb.org home page (Sam) Anna will ask Service Providers about the home page. Jenn will tell Sam to change it. 

Should it be "Service Partners" or "Service Providers?"
Any way to make it stand out more – like a border?

Use cases for multiple purposes (flyer, blog post, video)(Bruce, Julia) Gather more information about top use cases. Julia will touch base with 
Bruce on next steps.
Can we make more interim changes to vivoweb.org, to incorporate more of Estefania's mockup?Jenn will talk to Meg and Sam and let us know.
Next on the Strategic Communication plan: assessment? (Anna, Julia) Next time!

Wednesday, September 16, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

, Julia Trimmer Bruce Herbert,  , Estefania Muñoz Jennifer Bielewski, Sam Mitchell

Agenda and notes

Website changes:
Timeline for new website (Sam) Still auditing requirements. 
Google map of VIVO sites (Julia and Jenn) Preliminary map here: https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?

 Jenn will do some data rows cleanupmid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2
Service Providers section on VIVO website home page (Sam) Sam will work with IT to add this.

Annual report (Sam) Bruce has sent to the group for final approval. 
What's next? 

New banner for the Twitter profile (Estefania) Almost done. 
What's next on the Strategic Plan? (all)

To do for next meeting

Get final approval on Annual Report
Twitter challenges: tag people or VIVO implementations to engage them in conversations about their VIVO plans, latest enhancements, biggest 
impact of their VIVO (Julia, Jenn, Bruce)
Meet next week (Julia, Bruce, Estefania)  to discuss . . .

Write a blog post about using VIVO
Brainstorm plan for updating the VIVO flyer

Wednesday, September 2, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda and notes

Website changes:
quick corrections are complete. Business requirements are being approved, and the timeline for new website is coming in a couple of 
weeks or so. 
Map: ArchiveSpace does this, and working on it with DSpace.  Backed https://archivesspace.org/community/whos-using-archivesspace
up by a Google Sheet. Jenn will share the template for creating. Instructions here: https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?

. It would need to be refreshed quarterly. Jenn and Julia will work together. hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329
Sam will highlight the Service Providers ASAP.

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~sam.mitchell
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://archivesspace.org/community/whos-using-archivesspace
https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329
https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329


Annual report: Sam will have it later next week. He'll send it along.
What's next? 

New banner for the Twitter profile
Brainstorming the VIVO/WoS/Reciter: would we give anything up? Thoughts? Great idea, and what would we give up? Scopus is more 
prevalent in Europe. We could ask to preserve the brands that VIVO has created. It would be great to get an agreement ahead of time. 
Would it be great to install in the cloud. 
What's next on the Strategic Plan? All: think about this for next time. 

Wednesday, August 5, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda

Website changes: quick corrections or design improvements
Annual report
Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public?

Notes

Website changes: quick corrections or design improvements? Both! 
Sam has started the quick corrections and updated the Top Priorities document. Some will take longer – the design improvements will be 
later. These will be part of the LYRASIS site overhaul. 
Anna's feedback:

Service providers should be more visible in the website. This is done in the mockup.
Numbers for VIVO –  we'll remove Registered Sites and go with Community Members, total of Google Groups members. Julia 
to collect that number.

How about a map of active sites? ArchiveSpace might have one. We might need to check with the sites before doing that. Jenn will 
check with Meg on that.
We need to work on the other pages for the mockup – early September. 

Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public? Yes. Julia to make PDF and attach to the wiki.
Annual report: Julia and Bruce will pull together content, schedule a meeting before Aug 16. Julia will get started on it beforehand. 

Wednesday, July 15, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Meg Blum

Sam Mitchell

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda

Introductions
Meeting logistics and invitations
Goals of this interest group
Annual report
Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public?
LG comments
Other changes?

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~meg.blum
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~sam.mitchell


Notes

For future meetings, send the invitation to everyone on this list and add the zoom links later.

Website: VIVO nip/tuck can be rolled over to the new DCSP. Content changes have been done. Anna, Julia and Estefania will meet to confirm the plan for 
changes, and sent the final to Meg, Jenn and Sam.

Annual report: Laurie has shared the template. Julia and Bruce will create a draft for comment. 

Strategic plan:

2020 conference was a big success, and it was clear that the community has an appetite for online events. How do we build off that event? 

Blog posts: send as many as possible to Meg, Sam, and Jenn. We should ask members for news and impact stories. Bruce can help write some too.

Digest list: add contacts. If they have opted into our google group – Meg will build an email form before September that we can send to the Google Groups.

To do:

Send Meg a list of final website mockups/changes.
Julia and Bruce to create a draft of the annual report.
Meg, Sam and Jenn will go over the strategic plan and add comments to the document.

Wednesday, November 17 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

Meeting schedule: We agreed to move the meeting to Thursdays at 10, alternating with the Membership & Community Engagement. Julia will send out 
invitations. 

Home page changes:

Collaborators: remove whole section

Service Providers section

Clarivate is a Certified Partner

Ontocole Certified Contributor

EuroCris = Strategic Partner

Julia will send a mockup to Jenn and Sam. 

Wednesday, November 3 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda and notes

Annual Report:

Change LG photo. Sam will change the photo to one of those of the current LG.

New VIVO website:

Any new suggestions for Sam? Sam shows us the new website, we all thought it was great. No changes by now.
Redirect from vivoweb.org: can we do that? We need to contact with Mike Conlon to do that, meanwhile Sam will add a button to the old website 
to redirect to the new website. When we can do the correct redirection, the old website will be disused.
Ready to make changes?

VIVO at the CRIS2022 conference:

Call for papers
VIVO track (how to organize?). Bruce will write a VIVO track theme proposal and will share with us, to send to the community, as the first step to 
organize the VIVO track

Ann Beynon email (Dons Elsberg presentation):

 In the Oct 26 North American user group meeting, Don Elsberg from Univ Colorado Boulder mentioned an example of his university saving tens 
of thousands of dollars using VIVO for a specific request. It would be great if we can use this testimonial.  It doesn’t have to be a full blown case 
study (although that could be nice).  It could be a sentence or two quote that we can put on the VIVO website. I often get asked for tangible 
examples of ROI when institutions are considering adopting VIVO.  Any examples like this would be great to point to.
Text or video? (as part of video campaign). We'll do a video (Sam can help with this)



Bruce has contacted with Don, any feedback? No feedback yet, but get back to him

Social media (twitter/linkedin/groups):

comments regarding Oct 26, North American user group meeting? Julia can publish a tweet/linkedin regarding this meeting
other announcements? Bruce comments that it would be good to communicate more to the VIVO community. He will write a draft to communicate 
to the groups that can later be published on social media as well.

NEW (and relevant) ACTION POINT!

We have discussed regarding the goals of this group and the  , we all agreed that the goals are Membership and Community Engagement Interest Group
very similar and with overlapping among two groups.

We have proposed to merge the two groups. To go ahead with this Michele, who leads the membership group, will discuss this with them, with the 
response he will come and comment to us, if we all agreed, we would proceed to merge both groups.

For next meetings:

Think about VIVO and DSpace

Think about VIVO and DSpace

How to advertise VIVO to DSpace users

Do a CNI presentation

Video campaign: how do you use VIVO? 

White paper/road map re: VIVO and DSpace: Julia will email DJ to offer help scheduling etc

Wednesday, October 6 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Annual Report

We're almost finished with it . We'll see if Sam has ideas.
They'll take a photo in the LG meeting and swap it out to the AR.
Jenn will create a new map based.

New website:

We need to give Sam feedback on changes. 
Julia to send out link to a feedback document and talk about it next time.
Everyone needs to take a look at the new site.
vivoweb.org needs to be redirected. Julia needs to meet with Sam.
New website needs to be announced.

Think about VIVO and DSpace

How to advertise VIVO to DSpace users

Do a CNI presentation

Video campaign: how do you use VIVO? 

White paper/road map re: VIVO and DSpace: Julia will email DJ to offer help scheduling etc

Wednesday, September 1 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Review the new website, and make plans to retire the old one.

VIAB webinar: let's set a date.

Annual report: contributors?

VIVO in a Box Marketing Plan:

Review goals from July 21
Define the ROI with a requirements document
Refine requirements with community members (NA User Group?)

Determine next steps:

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/VIVO/Membership+and+Community+Engagement+Interest+Group


What are requirements? Must be easy. How easy? What skills are needed, and how long does it take?
Should be as easy to test as DSpace is:  Try out DSpace 7
We need test data that can be quickly loaded with a script.
Should be configurable like DSpace (options for various setups): Installing DSpace

Notes

Website:

Sam has done a new website which is ready to go live with a couple of additions: vivo.lyrasis.org
The plan is to go live as is, and make updates gradually.
This IG needs a process for updating the website on a regular basis.

Annual report:

Julia has created a Google Doc with content for the new report. 
Julia will email the group with the link and ask for help.
We need photos/images for the annual report.

VIAB marketing:

In order to do a requirements doc, we need to talk to interested users.
Questions for them: how easy should it be to install VIAB and load data? What technical skills should be sufficient? Can we use DSpace as an 
example of a site that's easy to install and load data? (Is it possible to make them interoperable, so that the installation and loading processes are 
similar?)
Julia will talk to Bruce about discussions for aligning VIVO and DSpace.

Wednesday, August 18 at 10:00 eastern

(Bruce, Mic, and Anna not available)

Jenn will pull registry data for the Annual Report and send financials. Mic has some great summary data. Should be quick.

Sam is working on a new vivo.lyrasis.org, a brand-new site using the mockups we did last year. It's on a separate subnet. Sam will send Julia questions. 
It's a WP site and Sam will be able to edit it. It's already looking great!

Wednesday, August 4 at 10:00 eastern
Cancelled

Wednesday, July 21 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda: VIVO in a Box Marketing Plan

Clarify goals for marketing plan:
Goal of VIAB: 303 new VIVO or VIAB implementations
VIAB is a streamlined version of VIVO; not customizable, much simpler. Turnkey vs fully customizable. Use it as-is out of the box. 

Audiences:
1) target the DSpace implementations – about 3,000 of them, talking about interoperability 
2) Clarivate's WoS customers to harvest out of WoS.  Clarivate would do this marketing but VIVO provides the basic messages for them 
to communicate. 

Notes:

Is VIVO a RIM/CRIS? 

Unclear what are our resources 

Business plan: we need to define the ROI. Assume that it works like this: define features that will make it successful, like a requirements document. 

Wednesday, June 16, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Website update:

There is no support for editing the vivoweb.org site. Content for interior pages can be edited but the structure can't be changed.
Sam will be migrating content over to the lyrasis site, and will eventually shut down the old DuraSpace site.

Bruce: we need a meeting to develop a marketing plan for VIVO in a Box. All task forces are supporting VIAB. Should be this group. Julia will email the 
group to figure out a date.

Sam will be out next time. 

Julia needs help/inspiration/shoring up re: social media. Jenn offered to help out with some tweets.

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Try+out+DSpace+7
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSDOC7x/Installing+DSpace


Wednesday, June 2, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Spanish User Group:

Launch was held on 5/27. There was an interpreter to translate the Spanish.
There were 600 registrants, 168 attended. Many people didn't open their invitations and connected at the wrong time.
Lots of people gave permission to be added to our lists. 502 people from 28 countries: 60% did not know VIVO. what would you like to see in 
VIVO? 62% want interoperability with Orcid, also 53% want to simplify VIVO, and make it interoperable with DSpace.
Second meeting will be planned soon.
Mic will be presenting a Google doc to the LG. Julia will create a blog post.
Add "Find your local time:  https://archivesspace.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ADC/pages/2146992129/ArchivesSpace+Online+Forum+2021

VIVO 21 conference: submissions are closed.

VIVO website looks great! We love the new  page for ORCiD.Outreach-Resources

Version 1.12 has been released! 

Wednesday, May 19, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Cancelled!

Wednesday, May 5, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

LYRASIS Digest: We should announce the internationalization version of VIVO. User group meetings. Announce two new members. New member 
meeting. Conference. Julia will start a Google Doc. VIVO news needs to be complete by Friday. Jenn will send a draft by Monday.

VIVO conference tweets: Julia will continue to do this, but please remind me and/or send content ideas.

Sam expects for the IT team to do the next two sections on the home page and will let us know when it's done. LYRASIS website redesign has not been 
made a priority project and he expects it to be done by the end of the year. Question: can we get the layered file with the actual artifacts? Julia will ask 
Estefania to do that.

For polling, a LYRASIS staffer highly recommended polleverywhere

Blog post re: OCLC report: 

https://hangingtogether.org/?p=8940

Kenna Guilliani manages all of the conferences that LYRASIS has a presence at. Jenn says they can create Zoom backgrounds and stickers to promote 
VIVO. 

Wednesday, April 21, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Possible updates to the website
Market assessment at the VIVO conference (poll)
Increasing tweets about the conference

Updates: Sam says, " have put in a request with IT for the next two sections on the home page. I’ll email the group when they have been made and update  
everyone when the next sections are complete"

Julia will tweet about the second keynote speaker.

VIAB: Bruce is working on the proposal and will be talking about with the LG about how to proceed. Re: doing the conference session/community town 
hall, do a presentation on VIAB and see if we can get feedback. We can share the short proposal. Bruce will put it in the TAMU respository.  Can be part of 
user groups, as many efforts as possible. Town hall would be separate. Bruce wants to get the data ingest group and the LG to approve.

Jenn likes Slido for polling:  https://www.sli.do/

Bruce talked with folks from DSpace, ORCiD, and Fedora about making these tools more interoperable with VIVO. If we could make this initiative happen, 
we could present at another town hall. Mic: this is key, and it's already happening in many institutions. Start with DSpace, move to DSpace - CRIS, then 
add VIVO. Interoperability would be preferable to integration. VIAB is a big part of this as well. Could add OJS,  and other open tools.https://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/

Bruce shared a story about an English professor at TAMU who published an edited collection in the TAMU DSpace repository and then shared it globally. 
We can talk to Heidi Campbell. Bruce will send me a writeup and I will call her. 

Bruce will connect Jenn to the TAMU project manager about the Texas system VIVO plans.

Spanish-speaking user group will be held in mid-May. Mic will give us an update.

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Possible updates to the website

https://archivesspace.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ADC/pages/2146992129/ArchivesSpace+Online+Forum+2021
https://info.orcid.org/outreach-resources/
https://hangingtogether.org/?p=8940
https://www.sli.do/
https://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/


Market assessment at the VIVO conference (poll)
VIVO Spanish speaking user group
VIVO conference

VIVO site. Sam has announced that he and another Lyrasis colleague have started to modify the VIVO site according to the mock-up (we can see yet 
some changes). They will be doing more updates for about two weeks, we will be able to see the result in the next meeting.

VIVO Spanish speaking user group. Bruce has asked about the planned date for the Spanish speaking user group webinar, Mic is proposing the first or 
second week of May, but will be validated with the group first. We have seen the draft agenda, which proposes a presentation on VIVO made by a world-
class university (from LG), it is suggested that it could be Duke or Bruce himself, where they talk not so much about the product but about the experience 
with VIVO. Anna has suggested using some of the material from the recording of the VIVO experience with Julia (Duke). It should be translated into 
Spanish in some way.

VIVO conference poll. We talked about the possibility to do an online poll in the next VIVO conference, the idea is to engage more VIVO community 
attendants and on the other hand, have more information about the implementations, expectations, etc. Jenn will propose some tools to do this kind of 
polls, (some tools where commented: zoom poll, slido, etc...). For the next meeting the idea is to have before the proposal of some initial ideas about 
questions (Anna or whoever wants could send a first proposal to discuss) and from some tools (Jenn will send), and try to test something. This could be a 
first step of a bigger market assessment. 

Wednesday, March 17, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

News: we have two new members, and the TAMU system is planning to do a VIVO for all 11 institutions. The Chancellor is really interested in 
VIVO and wants to spread the word to the public. Jenn will follow up with Meg about a press release, and work with Bruce on it.
Julia will do a couple of tweets about the flyer and another about the recent blog post. 
Bruce has a focus group to help working on the survey, he'll ask for volunteers from the Texas Digital Library to help design the survey. 
Organizers of the Spanish-speaking user group met with five users, and they want to hold a user group meeting before the conference. They are 
meeting again next week, and Mic will ask one or two to help with the survey.
Anna suggested a conference session regarding the market assessment Jenn has a LYR contact about live Zoom polling and give us best 
practices. Julia will follow up with Anna and the conference proposal. 

Wednesday, March 3, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Flyer ready to go?
Survey from 2018 about VIVO governance
VIVO conference progress
New LYRASIS website: scroll down to the page translator!
VIAB updates/assessment goals

Notes

Jenn will let Sam know to add the flyer to the website.

Creating a survey:

2018 survey:  Mic thinks the first set of questions are still applicable and probably good to ask again. Important to collaborate with folks who can send it out 
to the right organizations. You can get a better response rate. We should have results of a brief survey before the conference. 

What are we trying to learn from the survey? Mic: the right questions clarify where you want to go. Can VIAB resonate with people? What about VIVO 
addresses your needs – what's unique? Is VIVO a component of your RIM? 10 questions, no more. 

Bruce: Want to learn for VIAB: • Interest in specific use cases (4 - 5, ranked) • Important constraints on implementation • Maybe: which office would 
implement at their organization • Required/requested services – what would they value from the VIVO community? One-day training, user groups, 
conference, camps?

Anna: give them choices rather than keeping the answers open.

Mic: make the survey about VIVO features, not VIAB since it's announced yet. 

Bruce: we need more people to articulate what we need.

Mic: this survey is not a market assessment. It's not for people who don't know VIVO. This is for VIVO users, asking about features, use cases. Thinking 
about what VIVO should be 5 years from now. Incorporate into a market assessment. 

Bruce: ORCiD member survey might be a good place to start. Bruce will adapt it and send to us for feedback.

Mic: A group is meeting to discuss the Spanish-speaking User Group. We should add to the email to the NAUG to ask if anyone can help with the survey.

Next steps: Bruce will send the draft survey. Send the email to the NAUG. Think of other consortia to send it to.

Here is a nice list of international library consortia: https://icolc.net/consortia?title=&order=field_country&sort=asc

VIVO conference:

Save the Date announced. Mic is working on the prospectus. 

We talked about presentations. Three keynotes did videos and released them before the event. The video was not played during the event. The speakers 
got to do a follow-up and breakouts with the attendees. Maybe do a lightning video? Erin recorded a zoom meeting, edit it, with an intro slide/logo and end 
slide. Ask Sam what video editing software he uses. 

https://icolc.net/consortia?title=&order=field_country&sort=asc


Example: "Take less than 5-minutes to watch Yolanda Cooper, Dean and University Librarian for Emory University speak about how the current crisis is 
demonstrating libraries are not bound by bricks and mortar, are contributing a broader set of skill sets to the academic enterprise, and how a crisis can act 
as a shortcut to change."

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

VIVO Website
Last summer, we assessed the requested changes and divided them into Quick Corrections and Longer-Term Changes. The Quick 
Corrections are done. 
Could we make some of the Longer-Term Changes? Sam says the home page is hard-coded and will require development efforts. It's a 
custom WordPress template designed by a contractor. Sam can make edits but can't make substantial changes. 
Let's ask Meg to join the next meeting on March 3.

Google map: will be changed today.
Julia needs to review Estefania's flyer draft and send out proposed changes before the next meeting. We hope to finalize before the next meeting 
and post on the website.
Conference: June 25th. We need to update the conference prospectus, so Mic will let us know about that. 
Marketing assessment: Mic recommends that we use it as an opportunity to engage with the community, or a marketing tool. There might be 
some interesting ideas in the community. So it's not about output but giving them an opportunity to be part of something. 
Julia will send out a link to the previous survey to the group.
Jenn will send more Twitters followers. 

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update: Julia will contact Sam
Video update from the Membership group: Still on hold
Flyer: Estefania has done a first draft
Twitter account: 
VIVO Website
VIVO2021 conference announcement

Main topic: Marketing assessment for VIVO in a Box (VIAB)

Background materials

Building on OCLC's , Julia made some about what we Practices and Patterns in Research Information Management notes on the Google Drive 
can learn from the survey.
VIAB Marketing Plan on the Google Drive gives us ideas about positioning VIAB.
VIVO Strategic Communication Plan also discusses positioning and marketing VIVO. 

Objectives for the marketing assessment

To analyze the opportunities for VIAB (how many universities are out there, what basic RIM functions do they need, how much can they afford?)
To keep the assessment as simple as possible
To build on existing data and knowledge

How can we accomplish these objectives? Do we need more specs about VIAB first?

Notes: 

Ann says we need some expertise – anyone at LYRASIS?

Mic thinks this should be a collaboration with the LG. It's not an easy task. Does someone in the community have the expertise?

Are the objectives correct? Questions are broad. 

Promote the EFS conference.

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update
Video update from the Membership group
Flyer

https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/2018/oclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qwEOKKZyQ72ZsBFcH3YXXjdIHqi_ncRkjXDaodUlLX4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qvZBMSOosDhHuSfo3qHNQoBH7cqqHxTg/edit
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/download/attachments/187175429/Strategic%20Communication%20Plan.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1596635067015&api=v2


1.  
2.  

Twitter account
VIVO Website
VIVO2021 conference announcement

Notes:

Google map update: done – ready for Sam to post on the website. Sam will check with Julia before posting. 

Anna asked if we could incorporate more design changes at the same time the map is added.

LYR IT has identified four new website platforms, so they are deciding on that. Still 3 - 6 months out. Meg will check in about our design ideas in about 3 
months. 

Flyer: Estefania can help with this. For content, maybe check the LYRASIS Now blog post: https://lyrasisnow.org/introducing-vivo/

Twitter account: tweets are hit and miss. Look in profile to see who's following VIVO. LYRASIS follows a lot of individuals as well as university presses, 
open access. Jenn will send a list.

Blog post: VIVO and DSpace: TAMU submissions in response to the pandemic. Bruce has basically already written this. He'd like to attend a DSpace LG 
meeting.

We did not discuss the Marketing Assessment for VIAB, so that's an open issue.

Mic: we could get an idea of what institutions are doing, and for what – what are they looking for in a certain platform? Could be the intital analysis.

For VIAB, you could either:

Describe VIAB and see how much they like it. Top-down.
Or ask questions to get feedback in order to build a new system. Could be wrt VIVO (what's missing). Bottom-up.

How clear are we about VIAB? 

Marketing assessment can also be a marketing tool. Asking the questions that you know the answers to can help people contribute. A way to get the 
community closer to the next VIVO. At least you presented it and got confirmation. Community should feel part of the effort. Another UG meeting about the 
topic of VIAB?

Wednesday, December 2, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update
Use cases blog post
Videos project:

Follow up in the Membership meeting on 12/10

New topics

Marketing assessment for VIAB: how might we go about this?
Prospective VIVOs want to know, "How many people are needed? What are the extra costs? Potential use cases?"
What questions would we ask – is this a survey?
How to lower barriers to implementation/costs to pilot. Suggest a smaller implementation done by a single person for very low cost and 
few resources. 
Bruce is working on specs. Thinking about the minimal data set. For example, what the VIVO Scholar Task Force did: https://vivo-
scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
Exploring what's in CRIS systems, like what's in DSpace CRIS.  Mic recommends that Bruce talk to https://portalrecerca.csuc.cat/
Federico.
Developers want to finish 18ln in a new release in March. Then could work on VIAB. Survey could help focus features to provide 
direction to the developers.
Other documents: https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2018/oclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management
/report.html
And The Senior Research Officer: Experience, Role, Organizational Structure, Strategic Directions, and Challenges https://sr.ithaka.org
/publications/the-senior-research-officer/
What other marketing materials would we need to sell VIAB? Help Clarivate send the right message.

Next steps: Look at the OCLC 2018 report to see what ideas and info we can use to help launch our marketing assessment.

Wednesday, November 18, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update: Jenn is almost done
Use cases blog post: Jenn will post on LYRASIS
Videos project:

https://lyrasisnow.org/introducing-vivo/
https://vivo-scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
https://vivo-scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
https://portalrecerca.csuc.cat/
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oclc.org%2Fresearch%2Fpublications%2F2018%2Foclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management%2Freport.html
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oclc.org%2Fresearch%2Fpublications%2F2018%2Foclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management%2Freport.html
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fsr.ithaka.org%2Fpublications%2Fthe-senior-research-officer%2F
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fsr.ithaka.org%2Fpublications%2Fthe-senior-research-officer%2F


Follow up in the Membership meeting
Use the NAUE on Jan 19 to record the updates – have an interview using two windows. Focus on use cases. What's the budget, size, 
etc? Keep the demo to five minutes. Values, benefits, efforts.
Sam is editing the Leader's Forum and has some intro and ending slides. 

New topics

Welcome Mic! New ideas for sharing information about what's happening
Internal DSCP VIVO meeting happens with LYRASIS staff – need for more promotion of development happening.
Also for Mic to hear what we're doing to share with prospects.
Updates on news that needs to be promoted: please tag in the Dev meeting notes!

Marketing VIVO in a box
i8ln work is being tested – can finish in January/February
Propose VIVO core being separated from the install sw. Short project but could help with VIAB.
Both should be done before VIAB.
Should do a marketing survey to collect info for VIAB? Can this serve also as marketing for VIAB? 
Next meeting: talk about how we might do such a marketing assessment.

Wednesday, October 21, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map – how's it going? Jenn needs a little more time to merge with VIVO sites.
new Twitter banner – done!
VIVO website: Can we emphasize the Service Providers with a border or larger headline? Sam will increase header size and put the two logos 
side by side. Change Service Partners to just Partners. By end of the month. 
Use cases blog post on Google Drive: are these really the top 3 use cases for VIVO?

Should we use these for the flyer?

New topics

VIVO videos requested by Membership and Community Engagement:
one that introduces VIVO, high-level marketing, explains value proposition, professionally done. Maybe 3 to 5 minutes. Weill Cornell to 
produce. Julia to send examples. 
quick, 5-minute demos that show a screen share – shorter, like 2 to 3 minutes.
Can be done by this group?

Let's take on the marketing video first, and then we'll work on the short demos.

Wednesday, October 7, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Google map of VIVO sites (Jenn)
How do updates occur? Map links to the VIVO sites doc. Jenn will add more address data.
What are the implementation steps? Jenn will ask Sam to deploy it. 

Twitter banner and analytics review (Anna) Estefania and Anna will change it.
Service providers on VIVoweb.org home page (Sam) Anna will ask Service Providers about the home page. Jenn will tell Sam to change it. 

Should it be "Service Partners" or "Service Providers?"
Any way to make it stand out more – like a border?

Use cases for multiple purposes (flyer, blog post, video)(Bruce, Julia) Gather more information about top use cases. Julia will touch base with 
Bruce on next steps.
Can we make more interim changes to vivoweb.org, to incorporate more of Estefania's mockup?Jenn will talk to Meg and Sam and let us know.
Next on the Strategic Communication plan: assessment? (Anna, Julia) Next time!

Wednesday, September 16, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

, Julia Trimmer Bruce Herbert,  , Estefania Muñoz Jennifer Bielewski, Sam Mitchell

Agenda and notes

Website changes:
Timeline for new website (Sam) Still auditing requirements. 
Google map of VIVO sites (Julia and Jenn) Preliminary map here: https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?

 Jenn will do some data rows cleanupmid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2
Service Providers section on VIVO website home page (Sam) Sam will work with IT to add this.

Annual report (Sam) Bruce has sent to the group for final approval. 
What's next? 

New banner for the Twitter profile (Estefania) Almost done. 
What's next on the Strategic Plan? (all)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PwRUr9C3NDFT-EwafIkTpEnStoOO6kyTRxzaUSqn_0w/edit
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~sam.mitchell
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2


To do for next meeting

Get final approval on Annual Report
Twitter challenges: tag people or VIVO implementations to engage them in conversations about their VIVO plans, latest enhancements, biggest 
impact of their VIVO (Julia, Jenn, Bruce)
Meet next week (Julia, Bruce, Estefania)  to discuss . . .

Write a blog post about using VIVO
Brainstorm plan for updating the VIVO flyer

Wednesday, September 2, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda and notes

Website changes:
quick corrections are complete. Business requirements are being approved, and the timeline for new website is coming in a couple of 
weeks or so. 
Map: ArchiveSpace does this, and working on it with DSpace.  Backed https://archivesspace.org/community/whos-using-archivesspace
up by a Google Sheet. Jenn will share the template for creating. Instructions here: https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?

. It would need to be refreshed quarterly. Jenn and Julia will work together. hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329
Sam will highlight the Service Providers ASAP.

Annual report: Sam will have it later next week. He'll send it along.
What's next? 

New banner for the Twitter profile
Brainstorming the VIVO/WoS/Reciter: would we give anything up? Thoughts? Great idea, and what would we give up? Scopus is more 
prevalent in Europe. We could ask to preserve the brands that VIVO has created. It would be great to get an agreement ahead of time. 
Would it be great to install in the cloud. 
What's next on the Strategic Plan? All: think about this for next time. 

Wednesday, August 5, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda

Website changes: quick corrections or design improvements
Annual report
Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public?

Notes

Website changes: quick corrections or design improvements? Both! 
Sam has started the quick corrections and updated the Top Priorities document. Some will take longer – the design improvements will be 
later. These will be part of the LYRASIS site overhaul. 
Anna's feedback:

Service providers should be more visible in the website. This is done in the mockup.
Numbers for VIVO –  we'll remove Registered Sites and go with Community Members, total of Google Groups members. Julia 
to collect that number.

How about a map of active sites? ArchiveSpace might have one. We might need to check with the sites before doing that. Jenn will 
check with Meg on that.
We need to work on the other pages for the mockup – early September. 

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://archivesspace.org/community/whos-using-archivesspace
https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329
https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz


Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public? Yes. Julia to make PDF and attach to the wiki.
Annual report: Julia and Bruce will pull together content, schedule a meeting before Aug 16. Julia will get started on it beforehand. 

Wednesday, July 15, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Meg Blum

Sam Mitchell

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda

Introductions
Meeting logistics and invitations
Goals of this interest group
Annual report
Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public?
LG comments
Other changes?

Notes

For future meetings, send the invitation to everyone on this list and add the zoom links later.

Website: VIVO nip/tuck can be rolled over to the new DCSP. Content changes have been done. Anna, Julia and Estefania will meet to confirm the plan for 
changes, and sent the final to Meg, Jenn and Sam.

Annual report: Laurie has shared the template. Julia and Bruce will create a draft for comment. 

Strategic plan:

2020 conference was a big success, and it was clear that the community has an appetite for online events. How do we build off that event? 

Blog posts: send as many as possible to Meg, Sam, and Jenn. We should ask members for news and impact stories. Bruce can help write some too.

Digest list: add contacts. If they have opted into our google group – Meg will build an email form before September that we can send to the Google Groups.

To do:

Send Meg a list of final website mockups/changes.
Julia and Bruce to create a draft of the annual report.
Meg, Sam and Jenn will go over the strategic plan and add comments to the document.

Wednesday, May 5, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

LYRASIS Digest: We should announce the internationalization version of VIVO. User group meetings. Announce two new members. New member 
meeting. Conference. Julia will start a Google Doc. VIVO news needs to be complete by Friday. Jenn will send a draft by Monday.

VIVO conference tweets: Julia will continue to do this, but please remind me and/or send content ideas.

Sam expects for the IT team to do the next two sections on the home page and will let us know when it's done. LYRASIS website redesign has not been 
made a priority project and he expects it to be done by the end of the year. Question: can we get the layered file with the actual artifacts? Julia will ask 
Estefania to do that.

For polling, a LYRASIS staffer highly recommended polleverywhere

Blog post re: OCLC report: 

https://hangingtogether.org/?p=8940

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~meg.blum
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~sam.mitchell
https://hangingtogether.org/?p=8940


Kenna Guilliani manages all of the conferences that LYRASIS has a presence at. Jenn says they can create Zoom backgrounds and stickers to promote 
VIVO. 

Wednesday, April 21, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Possible updates to the website
Market assessment at the VIVO conference (poll)
Increasing tweets about the conference

Updates: Sam says, " have put in a request with IT for the next two sections on the home page. I’ll email the group when they have been made and update  
everyone when the next sections are complete"

Julia will tweet about the second keynote speaker.

VIAB: Bruce is working on the proposal and will be talking about with the LG about how to proceed. Re: doing the conference session/community town 
hall, do a presentation on VIAB and see if we can get feedback. We can share the short proposal. Bruce will put it in the TAMU respository.  Can be part of 
user groups, as many efforts as possible. Town hall would be separate. Bruce wants to get the data ingest group and the LG to approve.

Jenn likes Slido for polling:  https://www.sli.do/

Bruce talked with folks from DSpace, ORCiD, and Fedora about making these tools more interoperable with VIVO. If we could make this initiative happen, 
we could present at another town hall. Mic: this is key, and it's already happening in many institutions. Start with DSpace, move to DSpace - CRIS, then 
add VIVO. Interoperability would be preferable to integration. VIAB is a big part of this as well. Could add OJS,  and other open tools.https://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/

Bruce shared a story about an English professor at TAMU who published an edited collection in the TAMU DSpace repository and then shared it globally. 
We can talk to Heidi Campbell. Bruce will send me a writeup and I will call her. 

Bruce will connect Jenn to the TAMU project manager about the Texas system VIVO plans.

Spanish-speaking user group will be held in mid-May. Mic will give us an update.

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Possible updates to the website
Market assessment at the VIVO conference (poll)
VIVO Spanish speaking user group
VIVO conference

VIVO site. Sam has announced that he and another Lyrasis colleague have started to modify the VIVO site according to the mock-up (we can see yet 
some changes). They will be doing more updates for about two weeks, we will be able to see the result in the next meeting.

VIVO Spanish speaking user group. Bruce has asked about the planned date for the Spanish speaking user group webinar, Mic is proposing the first or 
second week of May, but will be validated with the group first. We have seen the draft agenda, which proposes a presentation on VIVO made by a world-
class university (from LG), it is suggested that it could be Duke or Bruce himself, where they talk not so much about the product but about the experience 
with VIVO. Anna has suggested using some of the material from the recording of the VIVO experience with Julia (Duke). It should be translated into 
Spanish in some way.

VIVO conference poll. We talked about the possibility to do an online poll in the next VIVO conference, the idea is to engage more VIVO community 
attendants and on the other hand, have more information about the implementations, expectations, etc. Jenn will propose some tools to do this kind of 
polls, (some tools where commented: zoom poll, slido, etc...). For the next meeting the idea is to have before the proposal of some initial ideas about 
questions (Anna or whoever wants could send a first proposal to discuss) and from some tools (Jenn will send), and try to test something. This could be a 
first step of a bigger market assessment. 

Wednesday, March 17, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

News: we have two new members, and the TAMU system is planning to do a VIVO for all 11 institutions. The Chancellor is really interested in 
VIVO and wants to spread the word to the public. Jenn will follow up with Meg about a press release, and work with Bruce on it.
Julia will do a couple of tweets about the flyer and another about the recent blog post. 
Bruce has a focus group to help working on the survey, he'll ask for volunteers from the Texas Digital Library to help design the survey. 
Organizers of the Spanish-speaking user group met with five users, and they want to hold a user group meeting before the conference. They are 
meeting again next week, and Mic will ask one or two to help with the survey.
Anna suggested a conference session regarding the market assessment Jenn has a LYR contact about live Zoom polling and give us best 
practices. Julia will follow up with Anna and the conference proposal. 

Wednesday, March 3, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Flyer ready to go?
Survey from 2018 about VIVO governance
VIVO conference progress
New LYRASIS website: scroll down to the page translator!
VIAB updates/assessment goals

Notes

https://www.sli.do/
https://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/


Jenn will let Sam know to add the flyer to the website.

Creating a survey:

2018 survey:  Mic thinks the first set of questions are still applicable and probably good to ask again. Important to collaborate with folks who can send it out 
to the right organizations. You can get a better response rate. We should have results of a brief survey before the conference. 

What are we trying to learn from the survey? Mic: the right questions clarify where you want to go. Can VIAB resonate with people? What about VIVO 
addresses your needs – what's unique? Is VIVO a component of your RIM? 10 questions, no more. 

Bruce: Want to learn for VIAB: • Interest in specific use cases (4 - 5, ranked) • Important constraints on implementation • Maybe: which office would 
implement at their organization • Required/requested services – what would they value from the VIVO community? One-day training, user groups, 
conference, camps?

Anna: give them choices rather than keeping the answers open.

Mic: make the survey about VIVO features, not VIAB since it's announced yet. 

Bruce: we need more people to articulate what we need.

Mic: this survey is not a market assessment. It's not for people who don't know VIVO. This is for VIVO users, asking about features, use cases. Thinking 
about what VIVO should be 5 years from now. Incorporate into a market assessment. 

Bruce: ORCiD member survey might be a good place to start. Bruce will adapt it and send to us for feedback.

Mic: A group is meeting to discuss the Spanish-speaking User Group. We should add to the email to the NAUG to ask if anyone can help with the survey.

Next steps: Bruce will send the draft survey. Send the email to the NAUG. Think of other consortia to send it to.

Here is a nice list of international library consortia: https://icolc.net/consortia?title=&order=field_country&sort=asc

VIVO conference:

Save the Date announced. Mic is working on the prospectus. 

We talked about presentations. Three keynotes did videos and released them before the event. The video was not played during the event. The speakers 
got to do a follow-up and breakouts with the attendees. Maybe do a lightning video? Erin recorded a zoom meeting, edit it, with an intro slide/logo and end 
slide. Ask Sam what video editing software he uses. 

Example: "Take less than 5-minutes to watch Yolanda Cooper, Dean and University Librarian for Emory University speak about how the current crisis is 
demonstrating libraries are not bound by bricks and mortar, are contributing a broader set of skill sets to the academic enterprise, and how a crisis can act 
as a shortcut to change."

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

VIVO Website
Last summer, we assessed the requested changes and divided them into Quick Corrections and Longer-Term Changes. The Quick 
Corrections are done. 
Could we make some of the Longer-Term Changes? Sam says the home page is hard-coded and will require development efforts. It's a 
custom WordPress template designed by a contractor. Sam can make edits but can't make substantial changes. 
Let's ask Meg to join the next meeting on March 3.

Google map: will be changed today.
Julia needs to review Estefania's flyer draft and send out proposed changes before the next meeting. We hope to finalize before the next meeting 
and post on the website.
Conference: June 25th. We need to update the conference prospectus, so Mic will let us know about that. 
Marketing assessment: Mic recommends that we use it as an opportunity to engage with the community, or a marketing tool. There might be 
some interesting ideas in the community. So it's not about output but giving them an opportunity to be part of something. 
Julia will send out a link to the previous survey to the group.
Jenn will send more Twitters followers. 

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update: Julia will contact Sam
Video update from the Membership group: Still on hold
Flyer: Estefania has done a first draft
Twitter account: 
VIVO Website
VIVO2021 conference announcement

https://icolc.net/consortia?title=&order=field_country&sort=asc


1.  
2.  

Main topic: Marketing assessment for VIVO in a Box (VIAB)

Background materials

Building on OCLC's , Julia made some about what we Practices and Patterns in Research Information Management notes on the Google Drive 
can learn from the survey.
VIAB Marketing Plan on the Google Drive gives us ideas about positioning VIAB.
VIVO Strategic Communication Plan also discusses positioning and marketing VIVO. 

Objectives for the marketing assessment

To analyze the opportunities for VIAB (how many universities are out there, what basic RIM functions do they need, how much can they afford?)
To keep the assessment as simple as possible
To build on existing data and knowledge

How can we accomplish these objectives? Do we need more specs about VIAB first?

Notes: 

Ann says we need some expertise – anyone at LYRASIS?

Mic thinks this should be a collaboration with the LG. It's not an easy task. Does someone in the community have the expertise?

Are the objectives correct? Questions are broad. 

Promote the EFS conference.

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update
Video update from the Membership group
Flyer
Twitter account
VIVO Website
VIVO2021 conference announcement

Notes:

Google map update: done – ready for Sam to post on the website. Sam will check with Julia before posting. 

Anna asked if we could incorporate more design changes at the same time the map is added.

LYR IT has identified four new website platforms, so they are deciding on that. Still 3 - 6 months out. Meg will check in about our design ideas in about 3 
months. 

Flyer: Estefania can help with this. For content, maybe check the LYRASIS Now blog post: https://lyrasisnow.org/introducing-vivo/

Twitter account: tweets are hit and miss. Look in profile to see who's following VIVO. LYRASIS follows a lot of individuals as well as university presses, 
open access. Jenn will send a list.

Blog post: VIVO and DSpace: TAMU submissions in response to the pandemic. Bruce has basically already written this. He'd like to attend a DSpace LG 
meeting.

We did not discuss the Marketing Assessment for VIAB, so that's an open issue.

Mic: we could get an idea of what institutions are doing, and for what – what are they looking for in a certain platform? Could be the intital analysis.

For VIAB, you could either:

Describe VIAB and see how much they like it. Top-down.
Or ask questions to get feedback in order to build a new system. Could be wrt VIVO (what's missing). Bottom-up.

How clear are we about VIAB? 

Marketing assessment can also be a marketing tool. Asking the questions that you know the answers to can help people contribute. A way to get the 
community closer to the next VIVO. At least you presented it and got confirmation. Community should feel part of the effort. Another UG meeting about the 
topic of VIAB?

Wednesday, December 2, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/2018/oclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qwEOKKZyQ72ZsBFcH3YXXjdIHqi_ncRkjXDaodUlLX4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qvZBMSOosDhHuSfo3qHNQoBH7cqqHxTg/edit
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/download/attachments/187175429/Strategic%20Communication%20Plan.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1596635067015&api=v2
https://lyrasisnow.org/introducing-vivo/


Ongoing topics

Google map update
Use cases blog post
Videos project:

Follow up in the Membership meeting on 12/10

New topics

Marketing assessment for VIAB: how might we go about this?
Prospective VIVOs want to know, "How many people are needed? What are the extra costs? Potential use cases?"
What questions would we ask – is this a survey?
How to lower barriers to implementation/costs to pilot. Suggest a smaller implementation done by a single person for very low cost and 
few resources. 
Bruce is working on specs. Thinking about the minimal data set. For example, what the VIVO Scholar Task Force did: https://vivo-
scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
Exploring what's in CRIS systems, like what's in DSpace CRIS.  Mic recommends that Bruce talk to https://portalrecerca.csuc.cat/
Federico.
Developers want to finish 18ln in a new release in March. Then could work on VIAB. Survey could help focus features to provide 
direction to the developers.
Other documents: https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2018/oclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management
/report.html
And The Senior Research Officer: Experience, Role, Organizational Structure, Strategic Directions, and Challenges https://sr.ithaka.org
/publications/the-senior-research-officer/
What other marketing materials would we need to sell VIAB? Help Clarivate send the right message.

Next steps: Look at the OCLC 2018 report to see what ideas and info we can use to help launch our marketing assessment.

Wednesday, November 18, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map update: Jenn is almost done
Use cases blog post: Jenn will post on LYRASIS
Videos project:

Follow up in the Membership meeting
Use the NAUE on Jan 19 to record the updates – have an interview using two windows. Focus on use cases. What's the budget, size, 
etc? Keep the demo to five minutes. Values, benefits, efforts.
Sam is editing the Leader's Forum and has some intro and ending slides. 

New topics

Welcome Mic! New ideas for sharing information about what's happening
Internal DSCP VIVO meeting happens with LYRASIS staff – need for more promotion of development happening.
Also for Mic to hear what we're doing to share with prospects.
Updates on news that needs to be promoted: please tag in the Dev meeting notes!

Marketing VIVO in a box
i8ln work is being tested – can finish in January/February
Propose VIVO core being separated from the install sw. Short project but could help with VIAB.
Both should be done before VIAB.
Should do a marketing survey to collect info for VIAB? Can this serve also as marketing for VIAB? 
Next meeting: talk about how we might do such a marketing assessment.

Wednesday, October 21, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Ongoing topics

Google map – how's it going? Jenn needs a little more time to merge with VIVO sites.
new Twitter banner – done!
VIVO website: Can we emphasize the Service Providers with a border or larger headline? Sam will increase header size and put the two logos 
side by side. Change Service Partners to just Partners. By end of the month. 
Use cases blog post on Google Drive: are these really the top 3 use cases for VIVO?

Should we use these for the flyer?

New topics

VIVO videos requested by Membership and Community Engagement:
one that introduces VIVO, high-level marketing, explains value proposition, professionally done. Maybe 3 to 5 minutes. Weill Cornell to 
produce. Julia to send examples. 
quick, 5-minute demos that show a screen share – shorter, like 2 to 3 minutes.
Can be done by this group?

Let's take on the marketing video first, and then we'll work on the short demos.

https://vivo-scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
https://vivo-scholars-scholars.cloud.duke.edu/
https://portalrecerca.csuc.cat/
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oclc.org%2Fresearch%2Fpublications%2F2018%2Foclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management%2Freport.html
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oclc.org%2Fresearch%2Fpublications%2F2018%2Foclcresearch-practices-patterns-research-information-management%2Freport.html
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fsr.ithaka.org%2Fpublications%2Fthe-senior-research-officer%2F
https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fsr.ithaka.org%2Fpublications%2Fthe-senior-research-officer%2F
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PwRUr9C3NDFT-EwafIkTpEnStoOO6kyTRxzaUSqn_0w/edit


Wednesday, October 7, 2020 at 10:00 eastern

Agenda

Google map of VIVO sites (Jenn)
How do updates occur? Map links to the VIVO sites doc. Jenn will add more address data.
What are the implementation steps? Jenn will ask Sam to deploy it. 

Twitter banner and analytics review (Anna) Estefania and Anna will change it.
Service providers on VIVoweb.org home page (Sam) Anna will ask Service Providers about the home page. Jenn will tell Sam to change it. 

Should it be "Service Partners" or "Service Providers?"
Any way to make it stand out more – like a border?

Use cases for multiple purposes (flyer, blog post, video)(Bruce, Julia) Gather more information about top use cases. Julia will touch base with 
Bruce on next steps.
Can we make more interim changes to vivoweb.org, to incorporate more of Estefania's mockup?Jenn will talk to Meg and Sam and let us know.
Next on the Strategic Communication plan: assessment? (Anna, Julia) Next time!

Wednesday, September 16, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

, Julia Trimmer Bruce Herbert,  , Estefania Muñoz Jennifer Bielewski, Sam Mitchell

Agenda and notes

Website changes:
Timeline for new website (Sam) Still auditing requirements. 
Google map of VIVO sites (Julia and Jenn) Preliminary map here: https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?

 Jenn will do some data rows cleanupmid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2
Service Providers section on VIVO website home page (Sam) Sam will work with IT to add this.

Annual report (Sam) Bruce has sent to the group for final approval. 
What's next? 

New banner for the Twitter profile (Estefania) Almost done. 
What's next on the Strategic Plan? (all)

To do for next meeting

Get final approval on Annual Report
Twitter challenges: tag people or VIVO implementations to engage them in conversations about their VIVO plans, latest enhancements, biggest 
impact of their VIVO (Julia, Jenn, Bruce)
Meet next week (Julia, Bruce, Estefania)  to discuss . . .

Write a blog post about using VIVO
Brainstorm plan for updating the VIVO flyer

Wednesday, September 2, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda and notes

Website changes:
quick corrections are complete. Business requirements are being approved, and the timeline for new website is coming in a couple of 
weeks or so. 
Map: ArchiveSpace does this, and working on it with DSpace.  Backed https://archivesspace.org/community/whos-using-archivesspace
up by a Google Sheet. Jenn will share the template for creating. Instructions here: https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?

. It would need to be refreshed quarterly. Jenn and Julia will work together. hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329
Sam will highlight the Service Providers ASAP.

Annual report: Sam will have it later next week. He'll send it along.
What's next? 

New banner for the Twitter profile
Brainstorming the VIVO/WoS/Reciter: would we give anything up? Thoughts? Great idea, and what would we give up? Scopus is more 
prevalent in Europe. We could ask to preserve the brands that VIVO has created. It would be great to get an agreement ahead of time. 
Would it be great to install in the cloud. 

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~sam.mitchell
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1xneByJJ01e2uZvopgmMGoh7rdkhDukbm&ll=4.415585941140584%2C0&z=2
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://archivesspace.org/community/whos-using-archivesspace
https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329
https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454?hl=en&amp%3Bref_topic=3188329


What's next on the Strategic Plan? All: think about this for next time. 

Wednesday, August 5, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda

Website changes: quick corrections or design improvements
Annual report
Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public?

Notes

Website changes: quick corrections or design improvements? Both! 
Sam has started the quick corrections and updated the Top Priorities document. Some will take longer – the design improvements will be 
later. These will be part of the LYRASIS site overhaul. 
Anna's feedback:

Service providers should be more visible in the website. This is done in the mockup.
Numbers for VIVO –  we'll remove Registered Sites and go with Community Members, total of Google Groups members. Julia 
to collect that number.

How about a map of active sites? ArchiveSpace might have one. We might need to check with the sites before doing that. Jenn will 
check with Meg on that.
We need to work on the other pages for the mockup – early September. 

Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public? Yes. Julia to make PDF and attach to the wiki.
Annual report: Julia and Bruce will pull together content, schedule a meeting before Aug 16. Julia will get started on it beforehand. 

Wednesday, July 15, 2020 at 10:00 eastern time

Participants

 and    - co-leadsJulia Trimmer Anna Guillaumet

Ann Beynon

Bruce Herbert

 Estefania Muñoz

Meg Blum

Sam Mitchell

Jennifer Bielewski

Agenda

Introductions
Meeting logistics and invitations
Goals of this interest group
Annual report
Next steps for the Strategic Communication Plan: make it public?
LG comments
Other changes?

Notes

For future meetings, send the invitation to everyone on this list and add the zoom links later.

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~julia.trimmer
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~anna.guillaumet
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ann.beynon
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~estefania.munoz
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~meg.blum
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~sam.mitchell


Website: VIVO nip/tuck can be rolled over to the new DCSP. Content changes have been done. Anna, Julia and Estefania will meet to confirm the plan for 
changes, and sent the final to Meg, Jenn and Sam.

Annual report: Laurie has shared the template. Julia and Bruce will create a draft for comment. 

Strategic plan:

2020 conference was a big success, and it was clear that the community has an appetite for online events. How do we build off that event? 

Blog posts: send as many as possible to Meg, Sam, and Jenn. We should ask members for news and impact stories. Bruce can help write some too.

Digest list: add contacts. If they have opted into our google group – Meg will build an email form before September that we can send to the Google Groups.

To do:

Send Meg a list of final website mockups/changes.
Julia and Bruce to create a draft of the annual report.
Meg, Sam and Jenn will go over the strategic plan and add comments to the document.
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